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	Build interactive games with HTML, DOM, and the CreateJS Game library


	Overview

	
		Create eight different games using HTML5
	
		Learn essential games development techniques, such as game loop, animations, and browser storage
	
		Follow the project-based approach to build games from start to finish with in-depth explanations on game management



	In Detail


	This book will show you how to create stunning cross-browser games without the need for Flash or other plugins. Learn about Box2D, DOM elements, the EaselJS framework, and more, all providing a foundation of knowledge to expand your game-creating skills. With in-depth explanations and step-by-step instructions, you will finish this book feeling confident about building great games with HTML. Whether you are familiar with the basics of object-oriented programming concepts, are new to HTML game development, or are familiar with just web design, this project-based book will get you up and running in no time. It will teach and inspire you to create great interactive content on the Web.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create DOM-based HTML5 games
	
		Use the CreateJS library to build a canvas-based game
	
		Create different types of animations that are spritesheet-based, tween-based, and Flash vector-based
	
		Modularize game components in JavaScript with object inheritance
	
		Store and load persistent game progress in browsers
	
		Convert coordinates between the screen and isometric perspective
	
		Maintain a hierarchy for game elements to keep the extensibility of the game
	
		Learn essential workflows and tools to create game assets easier



	Approach


	With a wide range of projects to build, this step-by-step guide will give you all the tools you need to create a variety of games.


	Who this book is written for


	Whether you are familiar with the basics of object-oriented programming concepts, are new to HTML game development, or are familiar with just web design, this project-based book will get you up and running in no time. It will teach and inspire you to create great interactive content on the Web.
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Mac OS X Power Tools, Second EditionSybex, 2004
The latest version of Mac OS X (v10.3, Panther) is here, and noted expert Dan Frakes has once again worked day and night to discover and document the best ways for Mac users -- of all experience levels to get things done. This completely revised and updated second edition of Mac OS X Power Tools provides tips, shortcuts, and...
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The New Community Rules: Marketing on the Social WebO'Reilly, 2009
Blogs, networking sites, and other examples of the social web provide businesses with a largely untapped marketing channel for products and services. But how do you take advantage of them? With The New Community Rules, you'll understand how social web technologies work, and learn the most practical and effective ways to reach people who frequent...
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WPF Control Development Unleashed: Building Advanced User ExperiencesSams Publishing, 2009
Imagine that you are an architect who has been asked to build a house on an empty lot in a fairly well-established neighborhood. You take a look at the nearby buildings to make sure that the colors you use on the outside of your house don’t conflict with the aesthetics of the neighborhood. When you are done with your masterpiece of a new...
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Applying UML and Patterns: An Introduction to Object-Oriented Analysis and Design and the Unified Process (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001
“People often ask me which is the best book to introduce them to the world of OO design. Ever since I came across it, ‘Applying UML and Patterns’ has been my unreserved choice.” —Martin Fowler, author, “UML Distilled” and “Refactoring”
The first edition of “Applying UML and Patterns:...
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C# Primer PlusSams Publishing, 2001
C# Primer Plus teaches the C# programming language and relevant parts of the .NET platform from the ground up, walking you through the basics of object-oriented programming, important programming techniques and problem solving while providing a thorough coverage of C#'s essential elements - such as classes, objects, data types, loops, branching...
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Practicing Organization Development : A Guide for Consultants (J-B O-D)Pfeiffer, 2005
Practicing Organization Development, 2nd Edition
Since it was first published in 1995, Practicing Organization Development has become a classic in change management. In this completely revised and updated second edition, expert authors walk you through each episode of change facilitation.     

The second edition is enhanced with...
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